Partitioning of the Escherichia coli chromosome: superhelicity and condensation.
Segregation in Escherichia coli, the process of separating the replicated chromosomes into daughter progeny cells, seems to start long before the duplication of the genome reaches completion. Soon after initiation in mid-cell region, the daughter oriCs rapidly move apart to fixed positions inside the cell (quarter length positions from each pole) and are anchored there by yet unknown mechanism(s). As replication proceeds, the rest of the chromosome is sequentially unwound and then refolded. At termination, the two sister chromosomes are unlinked by decatenation and separated by supercoiling and/or condensation. Muk and Seq proteins are involved in different stages of this replication-cum-partition process and thus can be categorized as important partition proteins along with topoisomerases. E. coli strains, lacking mukB or seqA functions, are defective in segregation and cell division. The nucleoids in these mutant strains exhibit altered condensation and superhelicity as can be demonstrated by sedimentation analysis and by fluorescence microscopy. As the supercoiling of an extrachromosomal element (a plasmid DNA) was also influenced by the mukB and seqA mutations we concluded that the MukB and SeqA proteins are possibly involved in maintaining the general supercoiling activity in the cell. The segregation of E. coli chromosome might therefore be predominantly driven by factors that operate by affecting the superhelicity and condensation of the nucleoid (MukB, SeqA, topoisomerases and additional unknown proteins). A picture thus emerges in which replication and partition are no longer compartmentalized into separable stages with clear gaps (S and M phases in eukaryotes) but are parallel processes that proceed concomitantly through a cell cycle continuum.